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SEA TIME IS HERE

The sea has always been an endless source of inspiration for the
horological world. From the 18th century marine chronometers that
first measured longitude and proved pivotal in the battle for supremacy at sea, to watches conceived to conquer the abyss, the sixth
continent has always been an extraordinary test bench and R&D
laboratory for leading-edge solutions and new materials alike. The
sea is also becoming an increasingly important and extraordinary
communications channel, showcasing to stunning effect the virtuosity of the maisons themselves. The Sea Time Special reveals the state
of the art of the sector, highlighting the most interesting and noteworthy new arrivals from the leading maisons, with the legendary
Geneva SIHH as its starting point.
Sea Time will be published together with the late-July issue of Top
Yacht Design at the very peak of the season. Aside from benefiting
from the guaranteed visibility of the summer period, Sea Time will
also be present at the leading September boat shows: the Cannes
Yachting Festival, the Genoa International Boat Show and the Monaco Yacht Show. With this in mind, all the texts will be in both Italian and English. This authoritative new approach is underpinned by
Matteo Zaccagnino’s 25 years of experience in the world of journalism. He is flanked in his mission by the most prestigious authors in
the sector to ensure that Sea Time caters to the needs of an increasingly broad-ranging, discerning and inspiration-hungry audience.
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Sea Time’s content will be divided into the following sections: People,
Sailing, Trends, Diving, Sustainability, Watches, Design, and, of course,
the Cover Story. All of the aforementioned will be carefully crafted to
guarantee clear, to-the-point yet exhaustive coverage. Each section
will comprise an opening feature followed by more in-depth articles
linked to that specific theme. There will also be a showcase for the
best water-resistant watches for both men and women.

COVER STORY

DIVING

DIVING
The undersea world at a glance

This section puts the spotlight on the extraordinary and extensive research work carried out by the maisons to design
timepieces that can be used with complete confidence to
keep their wearers safe in even the most extreme conditions. A technological development trajectory that goes
hand in glove with marine exploration and is embodied in
the materials and the movements selected as well as the
other innovative solutions adopted by the watch-makers.

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y
A race against time

The watch world’s contribution to protecting our oceans is a
hugely important subject. In recent years, there has been a
proliferation of initiatives aimed at raising public awareness
of this incredibly important issue. This chapter focuses on the
activities and projects developed and supported by the individual watch-makers to defend and preserve the health of
the sixth continent.

W AT C H E S
Watches to love

These in-depth analyses of individual watches and ranges
lie at the very core of this special’s strength. The opening
feature in each section will be followed by exhaustive articles focusing on models selected by the editorial team
which reference the specific thematic areas. The approach
taken will ensure that both the most expert readers and
the wider watch enthusiast audience will be satisfied.

PEOPLE
In their own words

This section is dedicated to the leading figures in the watch world
and the strategies adopted by the maisons that have decided to
target the maritime world with specific product ranges. Another
kind of protagonist is, of course, the individuals who have, through
their exploits and achievements above and below the waves, helped
write new chapters in the story of time and its measurement.

SAILING
A taste for a challenge

From the America’s Cup to classic sailing and offshore and
ocean racing, this chapter embraces all the new watches
aimed at the world of competitive sailing which has long
been viewed as an extraordinarily important conduit for
developing and perfecting timekeeping and measurement
instruments and pushing their precision and reliability to
new heights.

DESIGN & LIFEST YLE
The sea as a source of inspiration

The marine element is most brilliantly expressed in dial details, indices, decorations and all the components that make
up a mechanical movement. It can even be embodied in the
materials used to make a watch’s case or wrist strap. This
chapter explores the creative process that takes the maritime world as its primary source of inspiration. But the sea
is also a lifestyle and watches are one of the most subtle yet
effective ways of communicating the timeless elegance.

TRENDS
Water Resistant

A genuine showcase that brings together a selection
of suggestions for both men and women. Each watch is
flanked by a short list that summarises its salient features
and specifications.

SEA TIME
CALENDAR
Publication date: 31 July
Distributed with issue no. 18 of Top Yacht Design
Pages: 96 pages + 4 cover
Format: mm 23 x 28
Text: Italian and English
Deadline for editorial and advertising content July 1st

For Information: Matteo Zaccagnino +39-3356365404
e-mail: matzaccagnino@gmail.com
zaccagnino@top-yachtdesign.com
DISTRIBUTION

Sea Time is being distributed with issue no. 18 of Top Yacht Design, a quarterly
magazine itself available in newsagents, airports, select luxury hotel chains, yacht
clubs and international boat shows in 36 nations worldwide. There will also be
a dedicated app which can be downloaded for both Apple devices from the
App Store and Newsstand for Apple device, and from Google Play for Android
devices.
THE SPECIAL WILL BE PRESENT AT

• Cannes Yachting Festival (10-15 September): 51,000 visitors,
638 boats, 542 exhibitors;
• Genoa International Boat Show (19-24 September):
174,610 visitors, 1,000 boats, 951 exhibitors;
• Monaco Yacht Show (25-29 September): 36,400 visitors,
120 superyachts, 580 exhibitors.
READERSHIP

Sea Time is aimed at an Italian and international readership that shares a passion
for the sea, sailing and all things nautical with a particular focus on superyachts.
Specifically, it expands upon and strengthens a publishing portfolio that currently
numbers owners, naval design and architecture studios, and sector professionals
as its main interlocutors.

SEA TIME
THE PUBLISHER
Panama Editore has been involved with the yachting world since
1974. It currently publishes Il Giornale della Vela, Barche a Motore
and Top Yacht Design. It also organises the Vela Festival at Santa
Margherita Ligure – the only such event in the Mediterranean dedicated solely to the world of sailing.

WEB AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
Sea Time and its content will also be launched and showcased
in a dedicated section of the Top Yacht Design website
(www.top-yachtdesign.com) as well as one the latter’s social
media channels (Facebook and Instagram).
NEWSLETTER
• Presentation of the initiative through a dedicated newsletter and also
to our 40,000-strong mailing list of enthusiasts and sector operators.
Personalised DEM (Direct Email Marketing) can also be used for the
same mailing list.
• Weekly from the day of the launch, every Top Yacht Design
newsletter will include a dedicated watch section referencing the
themes addressed in the Special.

